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In organic heterojunction solar cells, the generation of free charge carriers takes place in a multistep process
which involves charge transfer (CT) states, that is, bound electron-hole pairs at the interface between donor
and acceptor molecules. Past efforts to model the CT-state dissociation during solar cell operation were not
able to consistently reproduce the experimentally observed field and temperature dependence. This discrepancy
between model and experiment was partly due to the field-dependent free charge carrier collection process,
which plays an important role in the widely used bulk heterojunction cell configuration and superimposes
a possible field-dependent charge carrier generation process. In order to distinguish between generation and
collection of free charge carriers, we propose the planar heterojunction cell configuration as a model system to
study the field-dependent charge carrier generation process in organic heterojunction solar cells. We apply this
model system to check current CT-state dissociation models against experimental data. Although the models can
quantitatively account for the photocurrent’s dependence on the applied voltage and the device thickness, they fail
to account for the virtually negligible temperature dependence of the field-dependent charge-generation process.
This discrepancy is traced back to a common feature of the models: an Arrhenius-like temperature dependence,
distinctive of all processes involving a thermally activated jump over an energy barrier. As a solution to the
problem, we introduce an exciton dissociation model based on a field-dependent tunnel process and demonstrate
its consistency with the experimental observations. Our results indicate that the current microscopic picture of
the charge-generation process in organic heterojunction solar cells being limited by the CT-state dissociation
process needs to be reconsidered.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.85.245208 PACS number(s): 88.40.jr, 71.35.−y, 73.61.Ph
I. INTRODUCTION
Organic heterojunction solar cells reach power conversion
efficiencies of about 10% and are considered a low-cost
alternative for sustainable energy generation.1,2 A key to
further enhance the efficiency of these devices is a detailed
understanding of the multistep process leading from the ab-
sorption of photons to the extraction of free charge carriers.3,4
Initially, the absorption of a photon generates an exciton,
a strongly bound electron-hole pair. After the exciton has
diffused to an interface between donor and acceptormolecules,
the local energy offset promotes a charge transfer across
the interface.5,6 The result is a charge transfer (CT) state, a
Coulombically bound electron-hole pair located on adjacent
donor and acceptor molecules. The subsequent dissociation of
the CT-state, which has been assumed to be assisted by the
cell’s internal electric field, has been considered to be the rate-
limiting step in the free charge carrier generation process.7–11
Recently, the picture of the charge-generation process
being limited by the CT-state dissociation was questioned.
Transient absorption spectroscopy studies on different poly-
mer/methanofullerene blends revealed that the majority of
the free charge carriers were not generated via CT-states but
directly by ultrafast exciton dissociation.12,13 Thus, the rate-
limiting step in the free charge carrier generation process may
be the dissociation of the exciton rather than the dissociation
of the CT-state.14
An important difference between the two mechanisms
is their temperature dependence. Because the CT-states are
lower in energy than the free charge carrier pairs, the
models of Onsager-Braun15 and Barker et al.7 assume the
CT-state dissociation to be thermally activated. The result
is an Arrhenius-like, that is, exponential temperature de-
pendence of the CT-state dissociation, which has not been
observed experimentally.2 In contrast, the exciton dissociation
is an energy-releasing process in which an energy barrier
that may hinder the dissociation can be tunneled. Such a
tunnel process would also be compatible with the observed
temperature-independent charge carrier photogeneration in
polymer/methanofullerene blends.16
On a device level, the field-dependent charge photogener-
ation process was mainly studied using bulk heterojunction
(BHJ) solar cells which featured mixed donor/acceptor (D/A)
layers.8–11 In these papers, the voltage-dependent photocurrent
was explained by a field-dependent CT-state dissociation
process according to the Onsager-Braun (OB) formalism.15
However, none of these attempts yielded conclusive and
reliable information on the CT-state dissociation process. One
issue was the large discrepancy between modeled and experi-
mental CT-state lifetimes τCT. While experiments determined
τCT to be a few nanoseconds,12,13,17 the OBmodel required τCT
to be on the order of microseconds8–11,18,19 to milliseconds20 in
order to reproduce the observed internal quantum efficiencies
of up to 100%.21 Moreover, the influence of the device
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thickness could not be reproduced,11,22 and two publications
on BHJ cells made of poly(3-hexyl-thiophene) (P3HT) and
the fullerene derivative [6,6]-phenyl-C61 butyric-acid methyl-
ester (PCBM) reported contradictory results for the material
system’s zero field CT-state dissociation probability pCT,0 of
40%–60% and 90%, respectively.11,22
The reason for the discrepancies between model and
experiment could have been the nongeminate recombination
of free charge carriers. This process takes place along the
extensive D/A interface of BHJ solar cells and causes a
pronounced voltage dependence of the charge carrier col-
lection efficiency which superimposes that of the CT-state
dissociation. Recently, it was demonstrated that such nongem-
inate recombination losses, which occurred after exciton and
CT-state dissociation, could explain the voltage dependence
of the photocurrent of several state-of-the-art BHJ solar
cells.23–27 In such a case, the additional application of a
field-dependent CT-state dissociation process has to result in
overparametrization and ambiguous results.
This paper avoids the above-mentioned ambiguity by
studying the field-dependent charge generation using planar
heterojunction (PHJ) solar cells, whose geometrically well
ordered donor and acceptor phases and the small D/A
interface area result in a weak field dependence of the
free charge carrier collection efficiency. We introduce and
compare two field-dependent charge-generation models for
PHJ solar cells. The first model is based on the assumption
that the charge-generation process is limited by the CT-state
dissociation, while the other treats the initial dissociation of
the exciton as the limiting process. These two models are
checked against experimental data of merocyanine/C60 PHJ
cells whose charge-generation process, although exhibiting
a distinct dependence on the applied voltage and the cell
thickness, features virtually no temperature dependence. We
show that our experimental data are incompatible with a
key assumption of current CT-state dissociation models: a
charge-generation process which is limited by the dissociation
of a bound precursor state that is lower in energy than the
charge-separated state.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. Methods
The organic solar cells used for the study of
the field-dependent exciton dissociation consisted of the
fullerene C60 as the acceptor material and the merocya-
nine dye ID583 (1-propyl-2-[2-(3,3-dimethyl-1,3-dihydro-
indol-2-ylidene)-ethylidene]-3-dicyanovinyl-indan-1-one) as
the donor material. This D/A combination yielded an effective
band gap Eeff = ELUMO,acceptor − EHOMO,donor (where LUMO
stands for lowest unoccupied molecular orbital and HOMO
stands for highest occupied molecular orbital) of 1.7 eV and
thus allowed open-circuit voltages Voc of more than 1 V.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the layer sequence, the
molecular structures, and the energy levels of the materials
used in the cell stack.28 Bulk heterojunction device results
for similar chromophores have been published,33,34 and it
has been shown that these materials can be processed wet-
chemically from solution as well as by vacuum thermal
(a)
(b) (c)
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Molecular structures of ID583 and
C60. (b) Energy levels of the materials used in the cell stack.
(c) Cell stack of the PHJ solar cells. The HOMO and the band
gap of ID583 were measured by cyclic voltammetry and absorption
measurements, respectively (Ref. 28). Both the HOMO (Ref. 29)
and the band gap of C60 (Ref. 30) were chosen according to the
literature. The work function of the ITO anode was adjusted using a
thin MoO3 layer (Ref. 31) and the work function of the silver cathode
was chosen according to Ref. 32. For clarity, the energy levels of
the Bphen (4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline) buffer layer are not
shown.
evaporation.35 In this work thermal evaporation was used
because it allowed for a simpler fabrication of well-defined
multilayer structures like PHJ cells. The cells were fabricated
in a vacuum chamber having a base pressure of 2 × 10−6 mbar.
The prestructured, indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass
substrates had an active cell area of 4 mm2. Prior to the
layer deposition, the substrates were ex situ treated with
UV ozone for 15 min. The following layer sequence was
subsequently deposited: MoO3 (5 nm)/ID583 (7, 14, 21, 28
nm)/C60 (35 nm)/Bphen (5 nm)/Ag (100 nm) [see Fig. 1(c)].
Molybdenum-trioxideMoO3 (Merck), C60(CreaPhys, 2× sub-
limed), and Bphen (4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline; Fluka)
were used as received, whereas ID583 was recrystallized
from dimethylformamide. After deposition, the cells were
encapsulated (glass-glass package) under inert gas in order
to prevent degradation due to the influence of ambient oxygen
and humidity. The current-voltage (J-V) characteristics were
measured under simulated AM 1.5 illumination. The intensity
(100mW/cm2)was calibrated using a Si reference cell. For the
temperature-dependent measurements, the cells were mounted
on a copper block which was temperature controlled by a
Peltier element. The cell temperature was measured on the
glass substrate directly after each J-V measurement using a
contact thermometer. This setup allowed temperatures of the
glass substrate between 9 ◦C and 48 ◦C. More details on the
device fabrication and the merocyanine synthesis can be found
in Ref. 28.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Experimental current-voltage (J-V) char-
acteristics of ID583/C60 PHJ cells featuring different thicknesses of
the ID583 layer. (a) Data of illuminated and nonilluminated cells
on a linear scale. (b) The data of the nonilluminated cells on a
semilogarithmic scale.
B. Results
1. Influence of the cell thickness
Figure 2(a) shows the J-V characteristics of ID583/C60
PHJ cells for different thicknesses of the donor layer. Table I
summarizes the corresponding cell operation parameters. The
most prominent feature was the nearly linear current-voltage
dependence in the fourth quadrant which drastically reduced
the fill factor (FF) of cells with donor thicknesses exceeding
7 nm. The thinnest cells featured a donor layer thickness
of only 7 nm and reached a FF of about 70%. For thicker
cells the slope dJ/dV of the quasilinear region decreased
monotonously with increasing thickness of the donor layer and
resulted in fill factors below 30% for a donor layer thickness
of 28 nm. Typically for exciton diffusion limited PHJ cells,
the short-circuit current Jsc showed a weak dependence on the
device thickness.
In contrast to the strong effect observed under illumination,
variations of the donor layer thickness had almost no influence
on the J-V characteristics of the nonilluminated cells.
Figure 2(b) and Table I show that both the series resistance
Rs and the parallel resistance Rp increased with increasing
thickness of the donor layer. The shunt current for cells with a
donor layer thickness of 7 nm was about ten times higher than
that for the other cells. Although it was visible in the linear
scale plot [see Fig. 2(a)], its influence on the FF was negligible.
The highest value of the series resistance Rs ≈ 1.8 cm2
was found for cells with a donor layer thickness of 28 nm.
At Jsc ≈ 5mAcm−2, Rs caused a negligible voltage drop of
about 9 mV. Thus, neither Rs nor Rp constituted a limitation
to the FF or the cell performance. The ideality factor n was
found to be independent of the donor layer thickness.
2. Influence of the cell temperature
Figure 3 shows the experimental J-V characteristics of an
ID583/C60 PHJ cell with a nominal donor layer thickness of 21
nm, measured at different cell temperatures. Typical for solar
cells, the increasing temperature affected both the open-circuit
voltage Voc and the short-circuit current Jsc.36 An increase of
the cell temperature from 9 ◦C to 48 ◦C decreased Voc by about
9% from 1.11 to 1.01 V and increased Jsc by about 7% from
5.81mAcm−2 to 6.21mAcm−2. The obtained temperature
coefficient dVoc/dT ≈ −2.6mVK−1 for the material system
ID583/C60 was larger than values for other organic D/A
systems37–39 and comparable to the values found in past
generations of silicon pn-junction solar cells.40
In contrast to the pronounced influence of the cell thickness,
the cell temperature had nearly no influence on the approx-
imately linear photocurrent-voltage response in the voltage
range between 0.3 and 0.9 V.
III. MODEL
The experimentally observed thickness dependence of
the ID583/C60 PHJ cells’ J-V characteristics occurred only
under illumination and was not related to resistive losses.
Thus, the observed effect must have been related either to a
TABLE I. Device operation parameters for ID583/C60 PHJ cells with different thicknesses of the donor layer. The series resistance Rs, the
parallel resistance Rp, and the ideality factor n were determined by fitting a one-diode equivalent circuit model to the J-V characteristics shown
in Fig. 2(b).
Donor thickness 7 nm 14 nm 21 nm 28 nm
From the dark cells’ J-V characteristics
Rs ( cm2) 0.49 0.67 1.3 1.8
Rp ( cm2) 1.1 × 104 1.0 × 105 1.5 × 105 2.2 × 105
n 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45
From the illuminated cells’ J-V characteristics
Voc (mV) 1041 1062 1066 1067
Jsc (mA cm−2) 4.49 5.02 5.35 5.00
FF (%) 69.4 51.6 38.5 29.4
η (%) 3.24 2.75 2.20 1.56
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Experimental current-voltage (J-V)
characteristics of an ID583/C60 PHJ cell with a nominal donor layer
thickness of 21 nm, measured at different cell temperatures. The cell
temperature had no influence on the approximately linear
photocurrent-voltage response in the voltage range between 0.3 and
0.9 V.
field-dependent free charge carrier generation process (gem-
inate recombination) or to field-dependent recombination
losses during the collection of the free charge carriers
(nongeminate recombination).
In PHJ cells with their well-separated donor and acceptor
phases, the internal electric field drives the photogenerated
free charge carriers away from the D/A interface, leading to a
substantial reduction of the nongeminate recombination rate.
As a result, the charge carrier collection efficiency in PHJ cells
is approximately independent of the applied voltage, and the
experimental J-V characteristics of the illuminated cells can
be expressed as
J simillum(V ) = J expdark(V ) − pBP(Fel)J satph . (1)
Here, the experimentally observed dark recombination current
and the saturation value of the photocurrent are labeled
J
exp
dark(V ) and J satph , respectively. The dissociation probability
pBP(Fel) of the photogenerated bound charge carrier pairs at the
D/A interface depends on the electric field Fel. Equation (1) is
based on the assumption that the nongeminate recombination
in PHJ cells does not change with illumination; that is, the
nongeminate recombination current density of an illuminated
cell is approximately equal to J expdark(V ). Drift-diffusion device
simulations supported this line of argument.41
The internal electric field Fel, which is necessary to
calculate the bound pair dissociation probability pBP can be
approximated by
Fel = V − Vbi
d
, (2)
where d and Vbi denote the cell thickness and the built-in
voltage, respectively. Equation (2) neglects band bending at
the contacts. Thus, it underestimates the value of Fel close
to the contacts and slightly overestimates its value in the rest
of the cell. However, drift-diffusion simulations verified that
Eq. (2) was a valid approximation for the electric field at the
D/A interface in the critical voltage range V < 0.75Vbi.41
For both types of bound charge carrier pairs, that is, for
CT-states and for excitons located at the D/A interface, the
field-dependent dissociation probability pBP(Fel) is modeled
as a competition between dissociation and recombination
pBP(Fel) = k
BP
diss(Fel)
kBPdiss(Fel) + kBPf
= 1
1 + kBPf /kBPdiss(Fel)
, (3)
where kBPdiss(Fel) and kBPf denote the dissociation and recombi-
nation rates, respectively.15
In the following, we introduce expressions for the disso-
ciation rates of CT-states kCTdiss(Fel) and of excitons kExdiss(Fel)
which are located next to the D/A interface.
A. Field-dependent CT-state dissociation model
The following field-dependent charge-generation model
covers the case in which the free charge carrier generation
process is limited by the dissociation of the CT-states. For
BHJ cells, the field-dependent CT-state dissociation has been
modeled using the Onsager-Braun (OB) formalism.15 The OB
formalism assumes an isotropic active material with kCTdiss being
an even function of the electric fieldFel. This assumption is not
valid in PHJ solar cells with their geometrically well-defined
D/A interface structure, where electrons and holes have to
escape from the bound pairs into their respective material
phases over two half-spheres.
Figure 4 shows a schematic of the bound pair dissociation
process in PHJ cells. The total bound pair dissociation rate at
a planar D/A interface has to be calculated as an integral over
all possible directions of escape. For the CT-states it can be
written as
kCTdiss
(
Efield > E
CT
b
) = ACTdiss,
kCTdiss
(
Efield  ECTb
) = ACTdiss
2π
∫ 2π
0
dϕ
∫ π/2
0
sin(θ )
× exp
(−ECTb + Efield
kBT
)
dθ, (4)
whereACTdiss is the attempt to escape frequency, while θ denotes
the angle between the electric field Fel and the direction of
escape.7 The CT-state binding energy
ECTb = Ee/h − ECT (5)
FIG. 4. (Color online) Schematic of the charge-generation pro-
cess in organic PHJ solar cells. The photogenerated excitons diffuse
toward the D/A interface where they can form CT-states. Electrons
and holes can escape over two half spheres into their respective
material phases. For each direction of escape, the bound pairs’
dissociation is supported by an effective field Fel,eff = Fel cos(θ ).
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is defined as the difference between the energy of the CT-state
ECT and the energy of a free electron-hole pair Ee/h. The
electric field vector Fel is assumed to be oriented perpendicular
to the D/A interface. It exerts a force on the bound charges
which is proportional to the field component that is oriented
parallel with the direction of escape. Hence, the electric field
Fel lowers ECTb by
Efield = −qFel cos(θ )rs, (6)
where q represents the elementary charge. The separation
distance rs can be viewed as the additional distance by which
the electron and hole in a CT-state have to move apart in
order to be considered free. This means that the CT-state
dissociates as soon as its spatial extent exceeds a critical value
rcrit = r0 + rs, where r0 is the initial extent of the CT-state.
Due to the nonsymmetric shape of the donor molecules
[see Fig. 1(a)], it is likely that the separation distance is
an anisotropic quantity. Thus, the parameter rs represents a
mean or effective value of the separation distance and controls
the influence of the electric field on the CT-state dissociation
process. Evaluating the integral in Eq. (4) yields
kCTdiss
(
ECTb ,Fel,T
) = kCTdiss,0(ECTb ,T )BCT(Fel,T ), (7)
with
kCTdiss,0
(
ECTb ,T
) = ACTdiss exp
(
−E
CT
b
kBT
)
, (8)
BCT(Fel,T ) = [1 − exp(−Felqrs/kBT )]kBT
Felqrs
, (9)
and
lim
Fel→0
BCT(Fel,T ) = 1. (10)
The field-dependent term BCT(Fel,T ) is a monotone and
positive function of the electric field Fel. Under normal cell
operation conditions, that is,V < Vbi andFel < 0 [see Eq. (2)],
BCT(Fel,T ) is greater than unity and increases for decreasing
values of the applied voltage V .
According to Eq. (3), the resulting CT-state dissociation
probability pCT can be expressed as
pCT(Fel,T ) = 1
1 + kCTf
kCTdiss,0(T )
1
BCT(Fel,T )
. (11)
Alternatively, after applying Eq. (8), it can also be written as
pCT(Fel,T ) = 1
1 + kCTf
ACTdiss
exp[ECTb /(kBT )]
BCT(Fel,T )
. (12)
Equation (11) is the more practical form if J-V data are
available for only one value of the cell temperature. In this
case, the effect of the CT-state binding energy ECTb cannot be
distinguished from that of the rate constants kCTf and ACTdiss.
Hence, for fitting purposes, all three can be taken together
as a single fit parameter: the loss ratio kCTf /kCTdiss,0, which
is the ratio of the CT-state’s recombination rate kCTf and its
dissociation rate at zero field kCTdiss,0. While the loss ratio
kCTf /k
CT
diss,0 determines the CT-state dissociation probability
pCT at zero field, the separation distance rs controls how fast
pCT changes with the electric field. The two parameters are
linearly independent.
If temperature-dependent data are available, Eq. (12) is
more appropriate because it allows one to split the loss
ratio into two fit parameters: the loss ratio’s temperature-
independent prefactor kCTf /ACTdiss and the CT-state binding
energy ECTb . Except for the field-dependent term BCT(Fel,T ),
the above-mentioned model has the same functional form as
the OB formalism.15
B. Field-dependent tunnel model for the dissociation
of excitons
In this section, we present a field-dependent charge-
generation model covering the case in which the free charge
carrier generation process is limited by the initial dissociation
of the exciton rather than by the dissociation of the CT-
state. Because the exciton dissociation is an energy-releasing
process, an energy barrier hindering the dissociation can be
tunneled. In contrast to theMiller-Abrahams hopping,42 which
is a combination of a field-independent tunneling term and
a field-dependent Boltzmann factor and has been utilized to
model the CT-state dissociation at the D/A interface,19,43,44
we propose a field-dependent tunnel process which takes into
account the polarizability of the excited donor molecules.
Figure 5 shows a schematic of the field-dependent tunnel
process. Assuming that the optically excited molecules are
polarized by the electric field Fel,45 which is given by Eq. (2),
their dipole moments p increase by p = −αFel, where α
denotes an effective value of the excited state’s polarizability in
the direction of the applied electric field. As a result, the spatial
(a)
(b)
FIG. 5. (Color online) Schematic of the field-dependent tun-
nel process at the ID583/C60 heterojunction. Due to the ID583
molecules’ dipole moment (Ref. 28) the donor exciton’s negative
and positive charges are located close to the two nitrile groups and
the propyl group, respectively. (a) Without an electric field (Fel = 0),
the exciton dissociation requires the electron to tunnel over a distance
rtunnel,0. (b) An external field Fel < 0 polarizes the excited state and
thereby reduces rtunnel.
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extent of the excitons increases byr = p/q. In a first-order
approximation, electron and hole are each shifted by the same
distance but in opposite directions and the tunnel distance
rtunnel is reduced byr/2. The resulting field-dependent tunnel
distance reads
rtunnel(Fel) = rtunnel,0 − −αFel2q , (13)
with the constraint rtunnel(Fel)  0; that is, a field dependence
occurs only as long as
−αFel
2q
 rtunnel,0. (14)
Although rtunnel does not explicitly depend on the exciton
binding energy, the latter is implicitly included in the exciton
size and thus in both the polarizability α46,47 and the zero
field tunnel distance rtunnel,0. In the model, a more detailed
expression for rtunnel is not useful because it would increase
the number of unknown parameters and result in an overpa-
rameterized fit.
The tunnel rateA exp(−2γ rtunnel) depends on the attempt to
escape frequencyA and the inverse localization radius γ .48 An
integration over all possible directions of escape, as described
in Fig. 4 and Eq. (4), yields the exciton dissociation rate
kExdiss = kExdiss,0
∫ π/2
0
sin(θ ) exp
(
−γαFel cos(θ )
q
)
dθ, (15)
with kExdiss,0 = A exp(−2γ rtunnel,0). Equation (15) has the same
functional form as Eq. (4) but does not depend on the device
temperature. A comparison of coefficients yields
kExdiss,0 = kCTdiss,0 (16)
and
γα = q
2rs
kBT
. (17)
Thus, for any fixed value of the device temperature, the
exciton dissociation model and the CT-state dissociation
model can be parameterized with the equivalent sets of
parameters. As a result, the two introduced field-dependent
charge-generation models can be distinguished only by their
temperature dependences.
Analogous to Eq. (11), the field-dependent exciton dissoci-
ation efficiency can be expressed as
pEx(Fel) = 1
1 + kExf
kExdiss,0
1
BEx(Fel)
, (18)
with
BEx(Fel) = [1 − exp(−Felγα/q)]q
Felγα
. (19)
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Influence of the cell thickness
In order to verify the models’ compatibility with the
experimental data, we fitted them to the thickness-dependent
J-V characteristics which are shown in Fig. 2(a). For this
purpose, we expressed the current of the illuminated cells
FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison between experimental (sym-
bols) and modeled (solid lines) current-voltage (J-V) characteristics
of ID583/C60 PHJ cells featuring different thicknesses of the ID583
layer. The calculations were performed using the two field-dependent
charge carrier generation models introduced in Secs. III A and III B.
Table II summarizes the model parameters.
according to Eqs. (1) and (2), where the bound pair dissociation
probability was modeled according to Eqs. (11) and (18),
which are equivalent in the present case of a fixed device
temperature (see Sec. III B).
The active layer thickness d = ddonor + dacceptor was chosen
within the limits of the experimental uncertainty (±10%) and
the thin MoO3 and Bphen layers were treated as parts of the
anode and the cathode, respectively.
Figure 6 shows the excellent agreement between the two
field-dependent charge-generation models and the experimen-
tal data. The J-V characteristics of the four cells were modeled
using a common set of parameters which is summarized in
Table II. For the cells featuring a donor layer thickness of
7 nm, the electric field Fel was increased by 15% compared
to the value obtained by Eq. (2). Without this adjustment the
models strongly underestimated the FF of the thinnest devices.
This enhanced value of Fel could be attributed to band bending
at the anode. The low injection barrier at the anode of the
ID583/C60 devices caused a charge accumulation and thus a
band bending.27,49 In the cells with a 7 nm donor layer, the
D/A interface, where the charge dissociation occurred, was
located very close to the anode. As a result, the increased field
in this region enhanced the charge dissociation process.
Two free parameters were used in the fitting process. The
first was the loss ratio kf/kdiss,0, which had identical values in
the exciton dissociation model and in the CT-state dissociation
model, that is, kCTf /kCTdiss,0 = kExf /kExdiss,0. For the models’ loss
ratios, the fit yielded a value of 31. This value implied a bound
pair dissociation probability at zero internal field of 1/32 ≈
3.1% [see Eq. (3)]. Under operating conditions, the internal
electric field Fel supported the charge carrier dissociation
processes and much higher dissociation probabilities were
obtained. Because Fel decreased with increasing cell thickness
[see Eq. (2)], the field-assisted charge dissociation probability
exhibited a strong dependence on the device thickness. For
example, at V = 0.5V the model predicted a bound pair
dissociation probability of 89% for a cell with a nominal
donor thickness ddonor = 14 nm, while ddonor = 21 nm and
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TABLE II. Model parameters used for the simulation of the thickness-dependent current-voltage (J-V) characteristics shown in Fig. 6.
Parameter Symbol Value Origin
Built-in voltage Vbi 1.54 V Exp.a
Acceptor thickness dacceptor 31.5 nm Exp.b
Donor thickness ddonor 7.7 to 30.8 nm Exp.c
Saturation value of the photocurrent Jph,sat 4.5 to 5.6mAcm−2 Exp.d
Temperature T 298 K Exp.e
Parameters specific to the CT-state dissociation model
CT-state loss ratio kCTf /kCTdiss,0 31 Fit
Separation distance rs 8.7 nm Fit
Parameters specific to the exciton dissociation model
Exciton loss ratio kExf /kExdiss,0 31 Eq. (16)
Tunnel coefficient γα 5.4 × 10−26 CmV−1 Eq. (17)
aCalculated from the energy difference between the cathode work function and the donor HOMO (assuming Fermi level pinning at the anode).
b90% of the nominal value (the experimental uncertainty of the layer thicknesses is 10%).
c110% of the nominal value (the experimental uncertainty of the layer thicknesses is 10%).
dExperimental current at V = −0.5V for donor layer thicknesses ddonor > 7 nm. For ddonor = 7 nm the value at V = 0V is taken in order to
avoid an influence of the low parallel resistance observed in these cells.
eTemperature of the glass substrate.
ddonor = 28 nm resulted in dissociation probabilities of 76%
and 62%, respectively.
In both models, the respective second fit parameters
controlled the influence of the electric field on the charge-
generation process. For the CT-state dissociation model, the
value obtained for the separation distance rs = 8.7 nm was
similar to the values predicted by Barker et al.7 They assumed
that theCT-state dissociates as soon as its spatial extent reached
the top of the energy barrier given by the superposition of
the charges’ mutual Coulomb potential and internal electric
field, that is, rs(Fel) =
√−q/(4πr0Fel). For cells with a
nominal donor thickness of 21 nm, this simple Coulomb
model resulted in 3.9 nm  rs  6.5 nm for 0V  V  1V,
assuming a relative permittivity r = 3.4.
For the exciton dissociationmodel, the second fit parameter,
that is, the tunnel coefficient γα ≈ 5.4 × 10−26 CmV−1 (see
Table II), was the product of the excited state’s polarizability
α and the inverse localization radius γ . In order to disentangle
the two parameters and to allow for a comparison with values
reported in the literature, we estimated an upper limit for
α using the inequality Eq. (14). The required value of the
zero field tunnel distance rtunnel,0 = 0.6 nm was estimated
from the exciton’s position on the donor molecule and the
dimensions of the molecule [see Fig. 5(a)]. The electric
field Fel = −2.8 × 107 Vm−1 at which the photogeneration
saturated was calculated for V = 0V and a donor layer
thickness of 21 nm [see Fig. 6 and Eq. (2)].
The obtained upper limit for the polarizability α  7 ×
10−36 Cm2V−1 was about one to two orders of magnitude
larger than experimental values of the excited state’s po-
larizability of pentacene, symmetrical porphyrin oligomers,
and vanadyl naphthalocyanine.47,50,51 This deviation did not
contradict the validity of our fit because the obtained estimate
only represented an upper limit for the polarizability α in
our model. Additionally, the above-mentioned experimental
values were not obtained from solar-cell-like structures but
from sub-monolayer samples,47 from solutions in toluene,51
and from the gas phase.50 Taking into account that not only
themolecular structure52 but also the polarity of themolecules’
surroundings influences the polarizability,53 the agreement
between the experimental values and the estimate based on
our fit parameters was rather good.
An estimate for the inverse localization radius γ was
calculated using the above-mentioned upper limit for α and the
fit value for the tunnel coefficient γα = 5.4 × 10−26 CmV−1
(see Table II). The obtained lower limit for the inverse
localization radius γ  7.7 × 109 m−1 was plausible and
agreed with values used for modeling in the literature.19 Note
that the above-mentioned estimates for rtunnel,0, α, and γ were
used to check the plausibility of the obtained fit parameter
values. They were not used in the fitting process.
In summary, both charge-generation models were consis-
tent with the voltage and thickness-dependent current-voltage
(J-V) characteristics of the ID583/C60 PHJ solar cells. Also,
the OB model,15 which describes the field-dependent CT-state
dissociation in BHJ cells, yielded a fit of similar quality as the
one displayed in Fig. 6.41
B. Influence of the cell temperature
The experimental data on the variation of the cell thickness
proved to be insufficient to determine whether the charge-
generation process in the ID583/C60 PHJ cells was limited by
the CT-state dissociation or by the initial dissociation of the
excitons. In this section, we check the models’ agreement with
J-V characteristics measured at different cell temperatures.
While the proposed exciton dissociation model does not
feature any additional free parameter that could be fitted to
the temperature dependence, the loss ratio kCTf /kCTdiss,0 of the
CT-state dissociation model depends on the cell temperature
[see Eq. (8)]. In order to guarantee compatibility with the
thickness-dependent data shown in Fig. 6 and the parameters
in Table II, we substituted kCTf /ACTdiss in Eq. (12) with
kCTf
ACTdiss
= 31 exp
(
− Eb,CT
kB298K
)
, (20)
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(a)
(b)
FIG. 7. (Color online) Modeled temperature-dependent current-
voltage (J-V) characteristics of an ID583-based PHJ cell with a nom-
inal donor layer thickness of 21 nm. (a) Calculation according to the
field-dependent CT-state dissociation model presented in Sec. III A.
Although the CT-state binding energy Eb,CT = 245 meV was chosen
such that it yielded the best agreement with the experimental data (see
the text for details), this model strongly overestimated the influence of
the cell temperature (compare Fig. 3). The temperature-independent
prefactor kf/Adiss = 2.2 × 10−3 was calculated according to Eq. (20).
(b) Calculation according to the field-dependent exciton dissociation
model (see Sec. III B), which reproduced the experimentally observed
temperature dependence shown in Fig. 3. In this model, the only
temperature dependence originated from the experimentally obtained
temperature-dependent dark recombination current J expdark [see Eq. (1)].
Table II summarizes all utilized model parameters.
whichwas obtained bymultiplyingEq. (8) by kCTf and inserting
the values for the loss ratio and the temperature from Table II.
That way, the exponential terms in Eq. (12) canceled at
T = 298 K and the loss ratio kCTf /kCTdiss,0 = 31, which had
been obtained from the thickness-dependent measurements,
was recovered.
Figure 7(a) displays J-V characteristics calculated accord-
ing to the field-dependent CT-state dissociation model from
Sec. III A. In contrast to the experimental data shown in
Fig. 3, the CT-state dissociation model predicted a pronounced
temperature dependence of the charge carrier generation
process. The model’s temperature dependence was minimized
by setting the CT-state binding energy Eb,CT = 245meV to
the lowest value that was compatible with the experimentally
observed field dependence at voltages V > 0V. According to
Eq. (4), the CT-state dissociation exhibited a field dependence
only as long as the charges had to overcome an energy barrier,
that is, only as long as Efield  Eb,CT. For this reason, Eb,CT
was chosen such that it equaled the absolute value of Efield at
an applied voltage V = 0 V. That way, it was guaranteed that
Efield  Eb,CT for voltages V > 0 V.
The loss ratio of the OB model featured a similar expo-
nential temperature dependence as in the CT-state dissociation
model presented here. For this reason, the OB model was also
incompatible with the experimental data.41
In contrast to the field-dependent CT-state dissociation
models, the field-dependent exciton dissociation tunnel model
was able to reproduce the experimentally observed tempera-
ture dependence without the need for an additional fit param-
eter [see Fig. 7(b)]. Thus, the proposed exciton dissociation
model simultaneously explained the influence of the applied
voltage, the device thickness, and the temperature on the J-V
characteristics of the ID583/C60 PHJ cells.
C. Alternative explanations for a weak temperature dependence
The above-mentioned results indicated that neither the
CT-state dissociation model for PHJ solar cells nor the
OB model could account for the experimentally observed
combination of a high field dependence and a practically
nonexistent temperature dependence. We argued that both
models overestimated the temperature dependence because
they treated the CT-state dissociation as an escape process over
an energy barrier using a Boltzmann term. In this section, we
discuss other explanations for a weak temperature dependence
that have been published in the literature.
In most cases, the weak temperature dependence of the
CT-state dissociation process was attributed to additional
driving forces for the charge separation such as dipoles54 and
multipoles55 at the donor acceptor interface, entropy effects,3
relaxation processes in energetically disordered densities of
states,4,48,56 charge delocalization on polymer chains,19,44
nonthermalized (hot) CT-states,57–62 and high local values of
the mobility.17 Such additional driving forces increase the
CT-state dissociation probability pCT, and if a cell is not
limited by the CT-state dissociation, the temperature induced
changes of the dissociation efficiency hardly influence the
current-voltage (J-V) characteristics. Thus, additional driving
forces can only account for a simultaneous occurrence of a
weak field and temperature dependence. This combination is
typical for state-of-the-art organic BHJ solar cells which are
not limited by the geminate recombination of CT-states,63,64
but mainly by nongeminate recombination of free charge
carriers.23–26
Another proposed mechanism which could explain a weak
temperature dependence was a dissociation process involving
disorder-assisted tunneling jumps.65 In contrast to this theory, a
weak temperature dependence was found for both strongly and
weakly disordered materials.66,67 Later, it was proposed that
the excess energy of the optical excitation may generate a heat
bath on the donor molecules which could be characterized by
an effective temperature Teff > Tcell.68–70 By replacing the cell
temperature Tcell by Teff , the authors made the Boltzmann term
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independent of Tcell. However, sufficiently large thermalization
times of the donor molecules require large uninterrupted π
systems, that is, long conjugated polymer chains.69 Thus, the
relatively short donor molecules which were utilized in this
paper most likely thermalized before they could transfer their
energy to the bound electron-hole pairs.
D. Influence of the dye orientation on the exciton
dissociation efficiency
We recently published that the distinct dependence of
the J-V characteristics on the applied voltage and device
thickness abruptly disappeared after annealing the ID583/C60
PHJ cells at a temperature above the donor’s glass transition
temperature.28 The annealing was found to change the donor
molecules’ orientation, which decreased the CT-state binding
energy and made the annealing effect compatible with the
CT-state dissociation model presented in Sec. III A.28 Here,
we demonstrate that also the proposed exciton dissociation
tunnel model can account for the observed relation between
dye orientation and charge-generation efficiency.
The ID583 molecules were found to exhibit a permanent
ground-state dipole moment of 7.1D along the molecules
long axis and 5.5D along the short axis.28 Thus, the total
dipole moment of a ID583 molecule had a value of 9.0D and
was oriented at an angle of 38◦ relative to the long axis of
the molecule, pointing from the nitrile groups attached to the
indane toward the propyl group attached to the indoline [see
Fig. 5(a)]. During the annealing process, the donor molecules,
initially oriented with their long axis perpendicular to the
substrate surface, rotated by 45◦.28 Thus, the dipole moment’s
orientation changed from its initial value of 38◦ to −7◦ relative
to the substrate’s surface normal. With the cell’s internal
electric field now oriented in almost the same direction as
the intrinsic dipole moment, the high effective polarizability
α along the direction of the intrinsic dipole moment and the
reduced initial tunnel distance rtunnel,0 are likely explanations
for the increase in dissociation probability whichwas observed
upon annealing.
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that the PHJ cell configuration
features a virtually field-independent charge carrier collection
efficiency and constitutes a convenient model system to study
the field dependence of the charge carrier generation process
in organic heterojunction solar cells. This model system was
applied to test the consistency of current CT-state dissociation
models with experimental data of PHJ cells made of a
merocyanine dye (ID583) and the fullerene C60 as donor
and acceptor, respectively. These devices exhibited a distinct
field-dependent charge-generation process which could be
observed during normal, steady-state solar-cell operation.
Although the CT-state dissociation models quantitatively
reproduced the photocurrent’s dependence on the applied
voltage and the device thickness, they failed to account
for the virtually negligible temperature dependence of the
field-dependent charge-generation process. The reason for the
observed discrepancy was a common feature of the models:
an Arrhenius-like temperature dependence, distinctive of all
processes involving a thermally activated jump over an energy
barrier. As a possible solution to this problem, we introduced
an exciton dissociation model based on a field-dependent
tunnel process and demonstrated its consistency with the
experimental observations. Future work needs to apply the
proposed combination of device thickness and temperature-
dependent measurements on PHJ cells to identify other D/A
combinations that exhibit a field-dependent charge-generation
process.
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